
MINUTES

CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

January 22-23, 2002

The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on January 22 and 23,1
2002, at the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in2
Washington, D.C.. The meeting was attended by Judge David F. Levi,3
Chair; Sheila Birnbaum, Esq.; Justice Nathan L. Hecht; Dean John C.4
Jeffries, Jr.; Mark O. Kasanin, Esq.; Judge Paul J. Kelly, Jr.;5
Judge Richard H. Kyle; Professor Myles V. Lynk; Hon. Robert D.6
McCallum, Jr.; Judge H. Brent McKnight; Judge John R. Padova; Judge7
Lee H. Rosenthal;  Judge Shira Ann Scheindlin; and Andrew M8
Scherffius, Esq.  Professor Edward H. Cooper was present as9
Reporter, and Professor Richard L. Marcus was present as Special10
Reporter.  Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Chair, and Judge Sidney A.11
Fitzwater represented the Standing Committee.  Peter G. McCabe,12
John K. Rabiej, and James Ishida represented the Administrative13
Office.  Thomas E. Willging represented the Federal Judicial14
Center.  Ted Hirt, Esq., Department of Justice, was present.15
Observers included Alfred W. Cortese, Jr.;  Jonathan W. Cuneo16
(NASCAT); and Beverly Moore.17

Monday January 22 was devoted to hearing 25 witnesses testify18
on the proposed Civil Rules amendments that were published for19
comment in August 2001.  The Discovery Subcommittee met after the20
close of the hearing to discuss discovery of computer-based21
information.22

Judge Levi opened the meeting on January 23 by observing that23
the purpose of the meeting would be to hear reports on activities24
since the April and October 2001 meetings, to attend to a few25
agenda items, and to begin discussion of the August 2001 proposals.26
Discussion of the August proposals would focus on the class-action27
proposals published for comment and also on the issues raised by28
the Reporter’s call for informal comment on approaches that might29
be taken to address overlapping, duplicating, and competing class30
actions.  No decisions are to be made; the public comment period31
has not yet closed.  But the October conference at the University32
of Chicago Law School, a few written comments already received, and33
testimony at two public hearings have produced a substantial basis34
to begin further consideration of the published proposals.  Several35
matters of concern have been raised and clearly deserve attention.36
The Chicago conference alone was a valuable experience.  It could37
not have been better.  Many participants have reported that the38
conference brought together practical knowledge and theoretical39
perspectives in a very challenging and useful way.  The conference40
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provided a model that the Committee will remember and follow in the41
future.42

Minutes Approved43

The Minutes for the April 2001 and October 2001 meetings were44
approved.45

Admiralty Subcommittee Report46

Mr. Kasanin reported for the admiralty subcommittee, observing47
that the current focus is more on forfeiture than admiralty.  The48
Department of Justice believes that the time has come to establish49
a separate and independent Supplemental Rule to govern civil asset50
forfeiture proceedings.  By long tradition, civil forfeiture51
proceedings have been governed by the Supplemental Rules for52
admiralty and maritime cases.  Many forfeiture statutes refer to53
the admiralty rules, leading the Department to conclude that the54
forfeiture rule should be included in the Supplemental Rules.  The55
lead in drafting a proposed rule has been taken by Stefan Cassella56
at the Department of Justice.  The first draft was reviewed with57
Department of Justice and Maritime Law Association participants at58
a meeting held after the November 30 San Francisco hearing on the59
August 2001 rules amendment proposals.60

The background begins with the substantial effort expended61
over a period of several years to establish distinctive forfeiture62
procedure provisions within the text of the admiralty rules.  The63
work involved close cooperation between the Maritime Law64
Association and the Department of Justice to ensure that the65
process recognized the distinctive traditions and needs of both66
admiralty and forfeiture practice.  Substantial confusion had been67
caused by the different meanings attributed to "claim" and68
"claimant" in admiralty and forfeiture practice.  The drafting69
effort sought to substitute different terms for forfeiture70
proceedings.  Those changes took effect on December 1, 2000.71

The next step arose from the Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform72
Act, which was enacted in April 2000.  The new statute included73
provisions that were inconsistent with the admiralty rules74
scheduled to take effect six months later, creating the awkward75
prospect that the rules would supersede statutory provisions that76
were not foreseen when the rules were created.  Amendments to77
conform the Supplemental Rules to the new statute have been pursued78
on an expedited basis; if the Supreme Court transmits them to79
Congress by May 1, they can take effect on December 1 of this year.80
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These efforts have not put the questions to rest.  There are81
good reasons to undertake the project to establish an independent82
forfeiture rule within the set of Supplemental Rules.  But there83
also are reasons to be careful, not only about the provisions of84
the new forfeiture rule but also about the separation.  Admiralty85
practice should not be changed inadvertently.86

Judge McKnight has been designated to join Mr. Kasanin in the87
process of considering and working through the proposed forfeiture88
rule.  The Maritime Law Association will participate in the89
process, along with various persons within the Department of90
Justice.91

Forfeitures may be accomplished administratively, through92
criminal proceedings, or through civil proceedings. Civil93
forfeiture cases are numerous, and the numbers are growing.94
Processing them is hampered by the lack of an integrated procedure.95
Current Rules A through F mesh imperfectly with the needs of law96
enforcement through civil forfeiture.  There is, moreover, room to97
integrate forfeiture procedure better with the statutory provisions98
resulting from the reform act.  A new Rule G can address conflicts99
within the rules; close gaps in the existing rules; and work free100
from the terms and provisions in Rules A through F that are101
irrelevant to civil forfeiture, and that generate confusion when102
the case law attempts to respond to the differences between good103
forfeiture procedure and good admiralty procedure.104

The Maritime Law Association was reluctant at the outset, but105
has come to agree that it is better to undertake the separation.106

The Reporter noted that the initial Department of Justice107
draft Rule G was very well prepared and explained.  After the108
November 30 meeting a second draft was prepared in early December.109
Comments on this draft led to creation of a third draft in early110
January.  The third draft, and comments on it, will be discussed at111
a meeting following the conclusion of the present Advisory112
Committee meeting.  The great help of the Department of Justice in113
developing the successive drafts in response to questions and114
suggestions, and particularly in explaining the underlying needs115
that prompt the various provisions, has advanced the project close116
to the point that calls for expanded review.  It will be important117
to ask advice from the Chair and Reporter of the Criminal Rules118
Advisory Committee, which has recently completed revision of119
criminal forfeiture rules.  It also will be important to seek out120
advice from groups who represent the interests of people who seek121
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to resist civil forfeitures.122

It was observed that the National Association of Criminal123
Defense Lawyers participated actively in the process of revising124
the criminal forfeiture procedures, often taking positions contrary125
to the Department of Justice and to the provisions worked out by126
the Criminal Rules Advisory Committee.  They worked with a section127
of the American Bar Association.  Forfeiture procedure presents128
complex questions.  It will be important to seek advice from these129
groups before preparing a rule draft to be recommended for130
publication.  Careful attention must be paid to their advice both131
in preparing a draft to be presented to the Advisory Committee and132
in defending the draft before the Advisory Committee.133

Discovery Subcommittee Report134

Professor Marcus reported on the Discovery Subcommittee135
meeting.  The most important item on the subcommittee agenda is136
discovery of computer-based information.  It seems likely that in137
May the Subcommittee will request authority to draft proposed138
discovery rule amendments to address the problems that are emerging139
in this area.  For this meeting, the Subcommittee recommends that140
the Advisory Committee ask the Federal Judicial Center to expand141
its current investigation of problems in this area by producing a142
"white paper" that will identify and summarize the current state of143
practice and thought.  The FJC began its current work with an on-144
line survey, and then a follow-up questionnaire, addressed to145
magistrate judges.  The second phase of its project is to undertake146
rigorous study of two dozen cases identified as involving intensive147
discovery of computer-based information.  Getting quantitative148
information about these questions is very difficult, in part149
because the results would likely become obsolete in short order.150
The case study will give the flavor of the issues, but cannot151
identify the frequency with which problems occur.  A motion to152
request the FJC to expand its project to include a white paper was153
adopted.154

Standing Committee Meeting155

Judge Kyle attended the January Standing Committee meeting in156
place of Judge Levi, who with Judge Rosenthal attended the meeting157
of the Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee.  Among the topics158
discussed by the Standing Committee, four were directly relevant to159
the work of the Advisory Committee.  The Local Rules Project160
delivered a lengthy report that was discussed at length.  It was161
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concluded that a gentle approach will be first taken to local rules162
that have been identified as potentially inconsistent with statutes163
or the national rules.  The apparent inconsistencies will be164
pointed out to the chief judge of the district, with a request for165
advice on the purposes served by the rule.  The role of Committee166
Notes also was discussed at length.  It was agreed that the notes167
should continue to be described as Committee Notes, not Advisory168
Committee Notes, reflecting the responsibility of the Standing169
Committee not only for the text of rules changes but also for the170
corresponding notes.  It also was agreed that despite occasional171
feelings of frustration, it is better to adhere to the rule that a172
Committee Note cannot be revised without simultaneous amendment of173
the underlying rule.  The purposes to be served by the notes, and174
the desire to avoid over-long notes, also were discussed.  The175
Simplified Rules project was described briefly at the conclusion of176
the meeting; there was no time available for discussion.  Finally,177
there was a thorough discussion of the prospect that the time has178
come to restyle the Civil Rules.179

Discussion of this report focused on the style project, after180
a preliminary observation that the testimony about the proposed181
class-action rule amendments demonstrated the level of attention182
lawyers pay to committee notes and the need to think carefully183
about the function and length of committee notes.184

It was observed at the beginning that the Advisory Committee185
will likely be charged with the style project.  The history of the186
Civil Rules style work began nearly ten years ago, at the beginning187
of the Standing Committee’s Style Committee.  The Civil Rules188
Committee volunteered to become the bellwether project.  Bryan189
Garner prepared a complete package that restyled all of the Civil190
Rules and Supplemental Admiralty Rules.  Judge Pointer, then191
Advisory Committee Chair, reworked the complete package.192
Subcommittees were appointed and prepared further revisions.  At193
first, these products were considered piecemeal as items to fill194
time remaining after exhaustion of other agenda topics at regular195
committee meetings.  Progress in that fashion was so slow that a196
special meeting devoted solely to style was held.  The story of197
this meeting at Sea Island has taken on nearly legendary dimensions198
as it is retold.  Two days of intensive work made progress through199
nine or ten rules.  The most important lesson was the futility of200
attempting to meet the original goal, defined to be clear201
restatement of the rules without any change of meaning.  Time and202
again, ambiguities appeared that defied any resolution of the203
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present rule’s meaning.  Clear restatement of an ambiguity without204
changing meaning did not seem possible.  Further work on the style205
project was suspended.206

The Appellate Rules have been successfully restyled.  The207
Criminal Rules restyling project also appears to have been208
successful.  Description of the Criminal Rules project at the209
Standing Committee meeting by Judge Carnes and Professor Schluetter210
offered many valuable insights into effective means of addressing211
the task.  The advice ranged from the practical advice that the212
authoritative official draft should be maintained in an213
Administrative Office computer to advice about more complex matters214
such as the value of subcommittees, strict adherence to an agenda,215
and separation of substantive problems from style revision.  It may216
prove desirable to ask veterans of the Criminal Rules process to217
attend the October Civil Rules meeting to offer further advice.218

Description of the Criminal Rules style project included219
information about the decision to publish amendments on two tracks.220
One track included substantive changes in the rules that had been221
considered before the style project was launched; these rules were222
published separately, albeit in the form of current style223
conventions.  The other track included the changes made during the224
style process itself; these changes included some recognized225
substantive changes, which were pointed out separately but included226
within the style package.227

One of the critical issues that will have to be faced in a228
style project is whether to attempt to present restyled Civil Rules229
in an entire package all at one time, as was done with the230
Appellate and Criminal Rules.  The complete package could be231
unbundled in various ways.  One approach would be to publish232
smaller packages at intervals, receiving and considering testimony233
and written comments but deferring presentation to the Supreme234
Court until the entire package had been completed.  Another235
approach would be to complete work on each package as it matures,236
so that restyled rules would take effect in stages.  The Criminal237
Rules Committee experience suggests that separate packages may238
present difficulties, because work on later rules continually239
presented the need to reconsider decisions made earlier with other240
rules.  The Criminal Rules may have been distinctive in this241
respect, however, because most of the reconsideration related to242
definitions of terms used in the rules; the Civil Rules seldom243
attempt definitions, and are not likely to add definitions in the244
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styling process.245

It was pointed out that the Chief Justice has not wanted to246
have substantive changes blended in with style changes.  That247
reluctance may foreclose yet another approach, which would be to248
undertake a long-range project to revisit all of the rules for249
content, advancing substantive changes through the medium of250
restyled rules.  This approach necessarily would be undertaken in251
packages of related rules, but would take still longer.252

It was recognized that the style work will have to be done "in253
pieces."  But future deliberation is needed to determine whether254
the results should be put through the complete process of adoption255
in separate bundles or only as an entire package.256

Federal Judicial Center257

Mr. Willging presented a report for the Federal Judicial258
Center.259

The class-action notice project has heard from Mr. Hilsee, who260
testified on class-action notices on January 22.  He makes valid261
points.  Samples of the notices he has prepared are good. The262
project has planned from the beginning to create an attention-263
grabbing one-page summary to be included with notice materials.  As264
the project matures, it may prove wise to add to it caveats that265
the model notices are only illustrations, not a ceiling on what can266
be done.267

Judge Rosenthal noted that the continuing study of class-268
action problems should take care to ensure that no problems are269
overlooked.  It has often been suggested that we should create a270
settlement-class rule.  The proposal published in 1996 was put271
aside to await the results first in Amchem and then Ortiz, and272
after that to monitor developments in the wake of those decisions.273
As questions and suggestions persist, we have asked the FJC to274
help.275

Mr. Willging responded that the FJC will do two things.  The276
first is quantitative, describing the numbers of class-action277
filings in six-month segments from 1994 to the present.  These278
figures will give a picture of filing trends before the Third279
Circuit decision in Georgine; before Amchem; before Ortiz; and280
since.  By happy chance, those decisions came at times shortly281
before the 6-month break periods, easing the task of assessing282
possible impact on filing rates.  The numbers will be compiled from283
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a nationwide data base of all docket-sheet entries; the methods of284
compiling figures by this method are being refined.  The "first285
cut" will count every filing as if an independent event.  The next286
step will be to identify cases that have been consolidated, whether287
within a single district or for MDL proceedings, yielding a more288
precise picture.  The results may be ready in time for the May289
meeting.  The second phase is still being developed.  The general290
plan is to survey attorneys who participated in recently concluded291
class actions.  Distinctions will be drawn by type of case and like292
indicia.  The survey will ask why the cases were in federal court,293
whether by initial filing or removal.  The large number of factors294
that influence court choice will make it difficult, however, to295
determine how far distinctions between federal- and state-court296
settlement practices may affect filing decisions.  But the lawyers297
will be asked to offer "retroactive" assessments of how the cases298
worked out, and an evaluation of how it might have worked out in a299
state court.300

Judge Rosenthal noted that an attempt will be made to focus on301
the effects of Amchem and Ortiz on the ability to settle in federal302
court.  Drafting of the survey is about to begin.303

Mr. Willging pointed out that it will take some time to304
complete the second phase of the survey.  The FJC research305
operation has become popular; many requests have been made for306
help, and some projects may have to be spaced out.307

Judge Levi noted that FJC research projects have been very308
helpful to the Committee.309

Legislative Proposals310

Judge Levi noted that he and Judge Rosenthal had attended the311
January meeting of the Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee.  This312
committee and the Bankruptcy Administration Committee are313
interested in class actions, particularly with respect to competing314
class actions and mass torts.  Several members of the Federal-State315
Jurisdiction Committee attended the Chicago Law School conference316
on the pending Rule 23 proposals.  They were impressed by the317
quality of the discussion and the level of information gained from318
it.  They had a panel discussion of competing class actions at319
their meeting.  Francis McGovern moderated the panel, which320
included Judges Corodemus, Mott, and Rothstein, lawyers Birnbaum321
and Cabraser, and Professors Hensler and Marcus.  The panel322
discussion was good.  Judges Levi and Rosenthal described the work323
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of the Advisory Committee.  At the end of the day, there seemed to324
be a consensus that serious problems are arising from overlapping,325
duplicating, and competing class actions.  Real tensions are326
emerging.  Some federal courts have enjoined competing state-court327
class actions without waiting for the more traditional injunction328
designed to protect an imminent or accomplished settlement.329

Ultimately the Judicial Conference will be asked to take a330
position on pending legislation to establish minimal diversity331
jurisdiction of class actions.  The Federal-State Jurisdiction332
Committee persuaded the Judicial Conference to express opposition333
to an earlier version of this legislation.  But it appears that the334
Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee may not be opposed to the335
general principle.  When the subject returns, the Standing336
Committee can make its views known.  The Advisory Committee should337
discuss advice to the Standing Committee, particularly if it is338
decided not to pursue court rules on this subject.339

Last year the Advisory Committee initially concluded, with340
some reservations, that it should request approval to publish for341
comment draft Rule 23 amendments that would address some aspects of342
overlapping and competing class-action practices.  In the end,343
however, it was decided that it would be better to seek comments344
through the informal process of a Reporter’s Call For Comments.345
The process has worked.  Much comment has been provided.  The346
Chicago conference gave a sense that it may be better to seek347
legislative solutions, putting aside rule amendments.  At the May348
meeting, it may be useful to develop a statement of principles that349
the Advisory Committee and Standing Committee could support before350
the Judicial Conference.  The Advisory Committee has studied these351
problems more extensively than any other Judicial Conference352
Committee, and might make a valuable contribution.353

Before the Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee meeting, Judge354
Levi met with Judge Stamp, chair of the Federal-State Jurisdiction355
Committee, and Judge Hodges, chair of the Judicial Panel on356
Multidistrict Litigation to discuss the role of state-court class357
actions.  Reporters and other staff members of the committees and358
Panel participated.  Particular attention was devoted to the359
distinction between "in-state" and multistate actions in state360
courts.  No attempt was made to reach a formal consensus.  But the361
Judicial Panel is increasingly concerned with the effects of362
overlapping state actions.  It may be that the Panel will come to363
support legislation that would provide for removal of some state364
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class actions to the Panel; the legislation would establish365
criteria for consolidation, and the Panel would decide case-by-case366
whether particular groups of related actions should be consolidated367
in federal court.  One advantage of this procedure would be that368
the Panel could consider the consolidation court’s docket pressures369
in seeking a court that could handle the consolidated proceedings.370

Another legislative proposal has been advanced by the 1997371
Report of the National Bankruptcy Review Commission.  The Report372
recommends creation of a system that would appoint a mass future373
claims representative with authority to represent future tort374
claimants.  The bankruptcy court would be authorized to "estimate"375
the future claims against the debtor for purposes of allowance,376
voting, and distribution.  Assets would be designated by the377
reorganization plan to satisfy the future claims.  All future378
claims would be directed by a "channeling injunction" to the379
designated assets, protecting the debtor and any successor against380
further tort liability.  As with current Chapter 11 practice, a381
debtor need not show insolvency to initiate the proceeding.  The382
Report seems to contemplate that bankruptcy proceedings could be383
used for the sole purpose of resolving future claims.  Bankruptcy384
is thought to have advantages over group proceedings at law because385
it has an established tradition of bringing to a single federal386
court many matters that otherwise would fall to the state courts.387
The Bankruptcy Administration Committee is studying whether to388
endorse this model, and has a report from its Subcommittee on Mass389
Torts concluding that the Review Commission plan is "an important390
step in the right direction."  They would like to know whether the391
Advisory Committee supports this Subcommittee report.  The problems392
are difficult.  It may be that the Bankruptcy Administration393
Committee will decide to hold a conference seeking further advice.394

Judge Rosenthal, who participated in drafting the bankruptcy395
Subcommittee report, noted that the report was an attempt to396
summarize the issues that must be understood before deciding397
whether to develop a bankruptcy mechanism to address mass torts.398
Civil Rule 23 encounters two limits.  The Ortiz decision severely399
limits the "limited fund" concept, and accordingly limits the400
prospect of resolving many mass torts through mandatory (b)(1)401
classes.  The Amchem decision severely limits the ability to settle402
future claims in the Rule 23 context, particularly with respect to403
future victims who do not yet even know that they have been exposed404
to an injury-causing event or thing.  Some bankruptcy experts405
believe that bankruptcy procedures provide an answer.  Bankruptcy406
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can provide representatives, estimate claims, and channel future407
claims.  This procedure could give relief to defendants.  There are408
a number of issues.  The Amchem decision clearly includes due409
process considerations; there is no apparent reason to believe that410
due process operates differently in bankruptcy.  The Subcommittee411
report may be too optimistic C it represents a strong effort by412
those who believe that bankruptcy offers the last best hope to find413
a resolution of future claims within the judicial system.  Earlier414
drafts of the report were still more ambitious.  The actual report415
does highlight real limits on the use of Rule 23.  And it serves to416
renew the question whether it would be useful to develop a417
settlement class rule, particularly for mass torts.418

Brief discussion of the draft bankruptcy report noted again419
that the proposed system does not require that a tort defendant be420
insolvent.  Indeed, several supporters seem to envision a system in421
which the bankruptcy court could be approached with a pre-packaged422
plan that "passes through" without change all other obligations of423
the tort defendant, resolving only the future tort claims by the424
reorganization plan.  This system might be characterized as using425
bankruptcy to overrule both the Amchem and Ortiz decisions.  The426
contrast is to the real bankruptcies that have been experienced in427
the asbestos field, where many companies have experienced tort428
claims that exceeded their assets.  The bankruptcies are now429
sweeping beyond asbestos producers to reach distributors.  The next430
wave of claims are likely to reach the owners of premises and431
insurers.  So far, fortunately, "asbestos is unique."  The432
bankruptcy report does not explore any of the alternatives to the433
Review Commission proposal in any meaningful way.  A conference to434
discuss the problems in greater depth would be a great help.  The435
problems are indeed complex.436

It was asked whether it would be useful to resurrect Rule 23437
proposals to accomplish some of the same things as proposed for438
bankruptcy.  It is important that we begin the review process.439
"Estimating" future claims is difficult to fit into Rule 23.  But440
it may prove that asbestos again is unique: experience with other441
mass torts suggests that ordinarily is it much easier to find a442
secure basis to estimate the total number of victims, and that443
ordinarily the period in which injuries will become manifest is far444
shorter than it has been with asbestos.  Estimating future claims,445
however, may easily be seen as a substantive issue, bound up with446
many matters that are controlled by state law.  There also may be447
due process problems with addressing the "unself-conscious and448
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amorphous" set of future victims who may not yet be aware even of449
exposure, much less potential injury.  One perspective is that450
civil procedure worries about notice, and federalism.  In451
bankruptcy they are accustomed to resolving these worries by the452
need to accomplish closure.  The bankruptcy report "seems to leap453
over everything that we worry about."  The main argument for454
bankruptcy proceedings is that nothing else will work.  The Article455
I bankruptcy authority may help by providing an easily recognized456
basis for federal legislation.457

The view was expressed that there has been no showing that458
bankruptcy courts can do a better job of estimating the number of459
victims and severity of injuries than can be done by trial courts460
that deal with tort litigation as a frequent and familiar event.461
Elizabeth Gibson did a fine study of several real bankruptcies for462
the Federal Judicial Center; it deserves renewed attention as we463
approach these issues again.464

The Bankruptcy Administration Committee has asked for the465
views of the Advisory Committee.  The Advisory Committee was not466
able to schedule a review of the subcommittee report in time for467
the last meeting of the Bankruptcy Administration Committee, which468
has deferred action to next June.  This question should be placed469
on the agenda for discussion at the Advisory Committee’s May470
meeting.  A summary of the issues will be prepared in time for471
possible discussion when the ad hoc mass-torts meeting is held in472
conjunction with the March Judicial Conference meeting.473

Rule 23 Proposals474

Overlapping Classes475

The first question asked in the informal request for comments476
about overlapping and duplicating class actions was whether serious477
problems arise from parallel filings in state and federal courts.478
Discussion at the Chicago conference and testimony in the two479
hearings that have been held on the published Rule 23 proposals has480
provided a wealth of information about actual experience.  The481
Advisory Committee concluded by consensus that this information482
shows that indeed there are serious problems that are not being483
adequately addressed.484

The conclusion that there are serious problems that should be485
addressed if possible led to the question whether satisfactory486
answers can be found in amending the Civil Rules.  The Reporter’s487
Call for Comment included a description of theories that would488
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establish authority in the Rules Enabling Act and would show489
compatibility with the anti-injunction provisions of 28 U.S.C. §490
2283.  Illustrative rules provisions were included.  These491
questions were discussed extensively at the Chicago Conference.492
Nearly all of the participants were not persuaded that the Enabling493
Act and § 2283 strictures could be overcome.494

The question remains: should the Advisory Committee pursue495
further Civil Rules provisions that might address such issues as496
repetitive efforts to win class certification in different courts,497
attempts to persuade one court to approve a class-action settlement498
after rejection by another court, or centralizing injunction499
authority in a federal class-action court?  Whether yes or no,500
should the Committee support some effort to establish broader501
federal subject-matter jurisdiction over class actions?502

Discussion began with the observation that it would be503
difficult to draft rules provisions that would both survive504
Enabling Act challenges and do much good.  But there is a wealth of505
information to show the problems that must be addressed by some506
means.  Among the many exhibits is the thoroughly researched report507
describing the growth of nationwide class actions in Palm Beach508
County, Florida; Jefferson County, Texas; and Madison County,509
Illinois.  Expanded diversity jurisdiction could go a long way510
toward reducing the problems.  With legislation that brings a511
greater portion of the cases to federal court, rules amendments512
might be adopted to further support the process.513

The same view was expressed by observing that any rule514
solution will raise serious questions of authority.  Whatever the515
actual resolution of the authority question might be, there can be516
no good outcome of a process beset by such challenges and doubts.517

It was recalled that the decision to put these questions to518
the test of drafting illustrative rules provisions was made for the519
purpose of testing the question of authority, and also to generate520
information on the extent and severity of the real-world problems.521
The responses have built a powerful case that there is a problem522
that should be addressed.  Some of the cases now locked in state523
courts have a "uniquely federal character."  As a matter of524
principled federalism, some method should be developed to bring to525
federal court the cases that truly implicate federal interests,526
while leaving to state courts the cases that predominantly involve527
state interests.  The Advisory Committee should work toward528
Judicial Conference support for such principles.529
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One model, noted in earlier discussion, would be to establish530
a flexible case-specific procedure implemented by the Judicial531
Panel on Multidistrict Litigation.  It could be developed as a532
simplified version of the more elaborate model proposed by the533
American Law Institute.  The Judicial Panel is interested in the534
problems, and might support this basic approach.535

Minimum diversity jurisdiction bills have been repeatedly536
introduced in Congress, and also deserve careful study.  Although537
the Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee is charged with primary538
authority over these issues within the Judicial Conference539
structure, the Advisory Committee has devoted years of study to540
these problems and can make a valuable contribution to the process.541

It was proposed that the May agenda should include discussion542
of expanded federal subject-matter jurisdiction over class actions.543
The purpose would not be to generate support for any specific544
pending bill.  The focus rather would be on certain principles and545
features.  Comment might be directed to specific features of546
pending bills if they include direct procedural principles,547
addressed to such matters as pleading standards, mandatory appeal548
from certification decisions, discovery stays pending disposition549
of dispositive motions, or the like.  But otherwise the focus550
should be on general principles.  There could be two parallel551
messages: there are severe problems that warrant expanded federal552
jurisdiction, probably through use of minimum diversity provisions;553
and these problems do not seem susceptible of satisfactory554
solutions through Civil Rules amendments alone.555

It was asked whether it is appropriate for a rules advisory556
committee to advance recommendations on jurisdiction legislation.557
The Advisory Committee would act by recommendation to the Standing558
Committee.  The Rules Committees have been asked to comment on559
legislation from time to time; indeed rules committee chairs have560
testified before Congress.  Some matters have to go through the561
Judicial Conference.  Class-action jurisdiction legislation is562
likely to fall into that category, remembering that the Federal-563
State Jurisdiction and Bankruptcy Administration Committees also564
are interested in these problems.  The Advisory Committee and565
Standing Committee have considered class action proposals for566
several years, and generated the Ad Hoc Mass Torts Working Group.567
It is entirely appropriate to make recommendations as to general568
principles, while being wary of addressing particular pending569
bills.570
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The next question was whether a broad approach should be571
taken.  There are many possible alternatives to minimum diversity572
legislation.  Focus on the Judicial Panel has been explored in this573
discussion.  It might be possible to focus more directly on574
limiting the reach of state-court class actions to embrace575
"nationwide" classes.  Or federal courts could be given more576
focused and case-specific power to channel or restrain state577
actions when a class action is brought within present jurisdiction578
limits, without the need to expand federal subject-matter579
jurisdiction.  Or the Enabling Act might be amended to establish580
clearly the authority to proceed by court rule amendments.  Choice-581
of-law issues also could be addressed.582

It was suggested that it would be better to avoid the more583
contentious issues.  It would be wise not to pursue Enabling Act584
amendments.  Choice-of-law questions are so complex that they could585
defeat any reform effort.  The focus should be on the approaches586
that already are on the table, on what is realistically doable.587

A consensus was reached that some form of minimal diversity588
jurisdiction for class actions would be an appropriate partial589
solution to the problem of overlapping class-action litigation.  It590
was agreed that the Rule 23 Subcommittee would present a proposal591
on legislative recommendations for discussion at the May meeting.592
The Civil Rules amendments described in the Reporter’s Call will593
not now be pursued further.594

Rule 23 Amendments595

The agenda materials include illustrations of revisions that596
might be made to respond to testimony and comments already received597
on the Rule 23 amendments published in August 2001.  Many of the598
illustrations are designed to streamline, shorten, and clarify599
Committee Note language.  A number of issues have been identified.600

One question frequently raised challenges the proposal to601
require some form of notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions.602
The proposal was not intended to raise a barrier that might thwart603
successful pursuit of some civil rights claims now brought604
occasionally as (b)(1) classes but most commonly as (b)(2) classes.605
Many public interest and civil rights lawyers have expressed606
concern that notice costs could easily deter filing.  These607
concerns could be addressed by rewriting the Note language that,608
perhaps inadequately, warns that notice costs should not be allowed609
to defeat worthy class actions.  A different approach would be to610
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revise the rule to encourage notice, but to state expressly that611
notice is not required if notice costs would defeat pursuit of the612
action.  A still different approach might be to retain the notice613
requirement, but make an exception for "civil rights" cases.  It614
will be useful to seek advice from some of the people who have615
expressed these concerns, to see whether suitable protective616
language can be drafted.  If these concerns cannot be addressed617
effectively, it may be that the provision should be abandoned.618

Further discussion of the (b)(2) class notice requirement619
observed that the cases may be seen to fall on a continuum.  Notice620
may be of little value in some cases, and impose great burdens.  An621
example discussed at the January 22 hearing was an action claiming622
deliberate underfunding of mass transit in Los Angeles,623
discriminating against low-income users.  The class included some624
400,000 members.  It is not clear that any significant gain could625
be had by requiring even modest efforts to notify the class.  Other626
cases, however, involve significant individual interests.  The most627
apparent interests arise when money is awarded as an "incident" to628
a (b)(2) injunction action, an apparently frequent occurrence in629
employment cases.  To some extent, these actions seem to be (b)(3)630
actions disguised as (b)(2) actions.  Another example may be the631
use of (b)(1) and (b)(2) certifications to establish medical632
monitoring programs that primarily involve the expenditure of633
money.  It may be possible to establish a rule scale that focuses634
on the importance of notice in relation to the cost.  It also may635
be possible to abandon any notice provision for (b)(1) and (b)(2)636
classes, relying on the present discretionary power to require637
notice under subdivision (d)(2).638

The "plain language" notice requirement might be expanded to639
take account of communications concerns: the object is not only to640
provide a notice that can be understood if read, but to provide a641
notice that will be read.  The "designed to be noticed" phrase642
expresses the idea well.643

The Note language addressing court approval of voluntary644
dismissal before a ruling on class certification has proved645
confusing. The question is whether there is an interest that646
deserves to be protected in this setting.  Some case law interprets647
the ambiguous language in present Rule 23(e) as requiring approval,648
but the practice is not consistent.  One of the initial concerns649
was that class members may rely on the class claim to toll the650
statute of limitations, deferring individual action filings.  There651
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has been much comment that this is a very rare circumstance C that652
most class-action filings do not receive the kind of public653
attention that could realistically lead to any reliance.  Another654
concern, however, has been that the class allegations may be filed655
for strategic reasons, and may be dropped for strategic advantage.656
Forum-shopping is one concern, leading to pursuit of class claims657
in successive courts.  Another is that the class allegation may not658
be intended seriously, but added to capture attention or perhaps to659
seek a premium settlement in return for abandoning the class660
allegations.  It is not clear what a court is supposed to do about661
these concerns.  It may be possible to impose a requirement that662
the lawyer not bring a class action in another federal court, since663
§ 2283 does not apply.  It may be possible to advise that a lawyer664
who uses class allegations for these purposes is not a suitable665
lawyer to represent the class, but ordinarily this question will be666
faced by the next court, not the court of initial filing.667
Ordinarily the court of first filing does nothing to interfere with668
a pre-certification settlement and dismissal.  There are further669
complications with the right to amend as a matter of course670
established by Rule 15(a); an attempt to address them is included671
in the agenda’s revised Note illustrations.   Perhaps it would be672
wiser to remain with the ambiguity of the present rule.673

Several witnesses have urged that the (e)(2) provision for674
disclosing side agreements should be changed to require that a675
description or summary of all side agreements be filed.  Mandatory676
filing would require an attempt to define more precisely what677
agreements are sufficiently connected to a settlement to require678
filing.679

The treatment of objectors in the Note to proposed (e)(4) has680
raised concern.  At times the Note seems to recognize the681
importance of objections in reviewing a settlement, while at other682
times C and particularly in invoking the threatening specter of683
Rule 11 sanctions C the Note seems to discourage objections.  The684
Note should capture the balance between the need to foster the685
valuable contributions objectors make and the offsetting need not686
to enhance the problems they can cause.687

A choice must be made between the alternative (e)(3) versions688
of the settlement opt-out if there is to be a second opt-out.  Some689
variation on the alternatives also might be considered.690

The published Note suggests that a certification decision691
might be delayed to await developments in parallel state-court692
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litigation.  It has been suggested that the Note should also point693
out that the presence of overlapping actions instead may provide a694
reason to accelerate a certification decision.  This addition is695
one of the many illustrations added to the Note in the agenda696
materials.697

Some thought also might be given to the provision that698
requires notice of a fee application.  It may be argued that there699
is no need to incur the expense of notice to class members when the700
fee application seeks a statutory award to be paid by the class701
adversary, not out of a common fund.702

It has become apparent that further thought must be given to703
the time at which class counsel is appointed.  Proposed subdivision704
(g) calls for appointment at the time of class certification.  The705
Note addresses the need to act on behalf of the putative class706
during the proceedings that precede the certification decision.  It707
may suffice to revise the Note statements.708

The Note to the attorney-appointment provisions of proposed709
(g) has been read by many observers to invite competition for710
appointment as class counsel as a routine matter.  The Note should711
be rewritten to address primarily the situation in which712
competition appears spontaneously.  And it may be desirable to713
address in greater detail the court’s responsibility to ensure that714
class counsel will adequately represent the class.715

Concern has been expressed that courts may be encouraged to716
grant certification too readily by the published proposal to change717
the present provision that a certification order "may be"718
provisional to a provision that it "is" provisional.  The agenda719
illustrations suggest deleting both phrases, retaining only the720
rule statement that a certification order may be revised at any721
time before final judgment.722

General discussion led to further observations.  The723
requirement in proposed (h) that Rule 52 findings be made on724
attorney fee applications was said to be a good thing.  One of the725
witnesses suggested that courts might become involved in726
designating class counsel in some institutionalized way, perhaps727
similar to the ways in which panels of attorneys are constituted728
for representing criminal defendants.  This suggestion may deserve729
further exploration.730

Much broader questions also were noted.  Several parts of the731
testimony by law professors suggested sweeping revisions of Rule732
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23.  One example was the suggestion C embodied in an early draft733
that once was adopted by the Advisory Committee C that the familiar734
1966 division of class actions into three categories should be735
abandoned.  Many of these suggestions are cogent.  But they cannot736
be pursued without further careful work leading to another round of737
publication, comment, and on through the process.  Whatever steps738
may be taken next, it does not seem wise to defer present action on739
such parts of the August 2001 proposals as may seem to warrant740
adoption after completing the process of considering the public741
testimony and comments.742

Another concern addressed by the January 22 testimony is that743
further tightening of federal class-action procedure may encourage744
still more plaintiffs to go to state courts.  That is not of itself745
a reason to draw back from establishing the best class-action746
procedure we can for the federal rules.  And some states may follow747
the lead of Rule 23 changes.  But this concern reinforces the value748
of encouraging study of ways to make it easier to bring more class749
actions to the federal courts.750

It was suggested that the Rule 23 work is valuable and should751
continue.  But the question was raised whether it would be better752
to await conclusion, so as to have all eventual changes become753
effective at one time.  One reason to defer might be the754
anticipation that changes in federal subject-matter jurisdiction755
for class actions could have an influence on Rule 23 revisions.756
But there are countervailing concerns.  There is no way to predict757
whether statutory changes will be made, what they might be, or when758
they may occur.  For that matter, there is no reason to suppose759
that any of the present proposals would be affected by immediate760
enactment of something like the minimum diversity bills now761
pending.  Many of the suggestions for further study, moreover,762
involve topics that will require prolonged work. A settlement class763
rule, for example, will not be easily drafted.  The present764
proposals have resulted from a long period of hard work, and the765
public comments and testimony are stimulating further hard work.766
If momentum is not maintained, it will prove necessary to repeat767
the work as the Advisory Committee continues to change,768
substituting new members for those who have become familiar with769
the debates.  If still further proposals should emerge, they are770
not likely to move through the process at a speed that would lead771
to successive amendments within a year or two.  If successful772
changes can be devised, a period of ten or fifteen years may be773
needed to complete the process.774
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Rule 15(c)(3)775

The Third Circuit has suggested that the Advisory Committee776
should consider an amendment of Rule 15(c)(3) to address a specific777
question.  The question arises from the dilemma facing a plaintiff778
who cannot identify a potential defendant before filing.  Pre-779
filing discovery is not readily available.  Most of the cases that780
illustrate the problem involve plaintiffs who claim injury by781
police officers or correction officers.  The plaintiff cannot782
identify the officer involved, and cannot find out.  An action is783
filed against an identified defendant.  Rule 15(c)(3) sets out784
circumstances in which an amendment changing the defendant can785
relate back to the time of the initial pleading, defeating a786
limitations defense if the initial pleading was timely filed.  One787
of the conditions is that there have been a "mistake concerning the788
identity of the proper party."  Several courts of appeals have789
ruled that a plaintiff who knows that a proper party has not been790
identified has not made a "mistake."  Knowing ignorance does not791
count.  The suggestion is that this distinction is inappropriate.792
The Committee voted to place this question on the agenda for793
consideration at the fall meeting.794

Rule 56 Procedure795

Several years ago, the Standing Committee approved a796
recommendation to the Judicial Conference that a thorough revision797
of Rule 56 be adopted.  The Judicial Conference rejected the798
proposal, apparently out of concern with the attempt to restate the799
Supreme Court decisions that elucidate the standard for granting800
summary judgment.  There is no indication that the Judicial801
Conference was dissatisfied with the portions of the proposed rule802
that clarified the procedures surrounding summary judgment.  The803
question was brought back to the agenda in 1995, but has languished804
as attention has been devoted to more pressing matters.  The Local805
Rules project has shown that many districts have local rules806
setting out elaborate summary-judgment procedures to supplement the807
requirements of Rule 56.  Some of these provisions seem flatly808
inconsistent with Rule 56, but also seem useful.  Discussion of809
local rules at the January Standing Committee meeting regularly810
advanced local summary-judgment rules as examples of the ways in811
which local rules can provide valuable supplements to the national812
rules.  The Committee voted to add Rule 56 procedures to the agenda813
for the fall meeting.  A Rule 56 subcommittee may be appointed to814
advance the project.
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Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper
Reporter


